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Terms and Conditions for Orders for Financial Instruments Transactions  

 
Addendum No. 1 to ABLV Bank, AS General Terms of Business 

 

1. Application and Aims of the Terms and Conditions 

1.1. These Terms and Conditions (hereinafter referred to as the Terms and Conditions for orders) shall be binding upon joint 
stock company ABLV Bank, AS, brokerage joint stock company ABLV Capital Markets, IBAS and their Clients. 

1.2. These Terms and Conditions shall apply to provision of investment services to private and professional Clients. 

1.3. For the purposes of these Terms and Conditions, execution of an order is investment services provided by the following 
joint stock companies (hereinafter referred to as the Involved Company): 

• ABLV Capital Markets, IBAS accepts and transfers Client orders to the joint stock company ABLV Bank, AS for 
execution; 

• ABLV Bank, AS executes Client orders. 

1.4. The aim of these Terms and Conditions is to determine principles whose observance results in the best results being 
ensured for Clients in Clients’ transactions in financial instruments and Precious Metals. 

1.5. In execution of Client orders, Involved Companies shall take measures required to achieve the best possible results for 
Client. However Client is aware that the principles, measures and terms set forth in these Terms and Conditions may not 
guarantee better results for every order. 

1.6. In cases where Client has given special orders concerning execution or replacement of his/its order, or specific parameters 
of the transaction, the Involved Company shall observe Client’s instructions. Observance of such instructions may hinder 
or prevent the Involved Company from performing actions for achievement of the best possible results in accordance with 
the Terms and Conditions for orders. Observance of Client‘s special instructions shall release Bank from its obligation to 
ensure the best possible results for Client concerning the elements incorporated in these Terms and Conditions. 

1.7. In cases where Client’s limit order concerning shares traded in the regulated market may not be executed in the current 
market conditions immediately, Bank shall be entitled not to disclose information on such order, unless an opposite order is 
received from Client. 

2. Factors Impacting Execution 

2.1. The Involved Company shall ensure the best results, taking into account the following factors: 

• price and costs of the transaction; 

• how fast the transaction is executed; 

• possibility of execution and settlements; 

• amount of the transaction; 

• peculiarities of the transaction; 

• any other considerations the Involved Company considers of importance for execution of the transaction. 

2.2. Normally, in execution of Client’s orders, the best possible result is determined as total costs that cover the price of 
financial instruments or Precious Metals and costs related to execution, including all expenses incurred by Client 
concerning execution of his/its order, incorporating the charge of the execution venue, charges for settlements, as well as 
charges of other persons involved in execution of the order. The said factor is considered the most significant one under 
executing the orders of retail Clients. However, in individual cases the Involved Company reserves the right to determine 
that other execution factors severally or jointly are more important in specific circumstances for ensuring the best possible 
result. 

2.3. The factor of liquidity is of material importance for transactions in debt securities and Precious Metals or other off-market 
instruments. 
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2.4. In case of financial instruments or Precious Metals characterized by low liquidity, for example, financial instruments of 
emerging countries, more importance may be attributed to how fast the transaction is executed and whether an order may 
be executed in full. 

2.5. In cases where the amount of any order is commensurate with market liquidity, such order is executed after it is received 
as soon as possible. 

2.6. In cases where the amount of Client’s order is considerably larger than the available market liquidity, or in cases where its 
impact on the market might be too substantial and execution of the transaction in full might have negative impact on 
Client’s result, Bank shall be entitled to execute such order in parts. 

2.7. The liquidity factor may be affected by the time of day at which the Client’s order is executed. Depending on the region of 
the world where transactions can be made with market participants at the respective time of day (Asian trading session, 
European trading session, and North American trading session), the liquidity of particular financial instrument or Precious 
Metal can become substantially better or worse, thus affecting the speed of the transaction execution, possibility of 
execution and settlements. 

3. Criteria of Execution 

3.1. The Involved Company shall make assessment and determine which of the above factors of execution are important for 
ensuring the best possible results for Client. In order to determine importance of such factors for execution of the relevant 
order, the Involved Company shall make assessment of the following criteria in addition: 

• Client’s description (including Client’s status – private or professional); 

• type of Client’s order (including Client’s special instructions and whether the order provides for entering into a 
securities financing transaction); 

• peculiarities of the financial instrument or Precious Metal that is the subject of the order; 

• description of the venue where the transaction may be executed. 

4. Order Execution Venues 

4.1. The Order Execution Venues where Bank plans to ensure the best possible result in execution of Client orders 
continuously are included in the list of Order Execution Venues. Bank shall also be entitled to use the Order Execution 
Venues that are not on the list at its discretion. 

4.2. Terms and conditions for execution of Client orders for transactions in equity securities — shares and depositary receipts 
(hereinafter — shares). 

Client orders for transactions in shares that are admitted to trading on a regulated market or traded at a trading venue are 
executed by Bank on a regulated market, Multilateral Trading Facility, Organized Trading Facility or systematic internalizer, 
or at a trading venue of a third country that is assessed as equivalent following the procedure set in applicable laws. 

In case Bank executes Client orders for transactions in shares outside the regulated market, the following conditions shall 
be met: 
a. the cases when Client orders are executed this way are not systematic, are ad hoc, irregular and occasional; or 
b. only orders of eligible counterparties and/or professional clients are executed this way, and they do not affect the price 

discovery process. 
 
A transaction in shares does not contribute to the price discovery process where any of the following circumstances apply: 
a. the transaction is executed by reference to a price that is calculated over multiple time instances according to a given 

benchmark, including transactions executed by reference to a volume-weighted average price or a time-weighted 
average price; 

b. the transaction is part of a portfolio trade; 
c. the transaction is contingent on the purchase, sale, creation or redemption of a derivative contract or other financial 

instrument where all the components of the trade are to be executed only as a single lot; 
d. the transaction is executed by an investment management company, or an alternative investment fund manager, 

which transfers the beneficial ownership of shares from one collective investment undertaking to another and where 
no investment brokerage company is a party to the transaction; 

e. the transaction is a give-up transaction or a give-in transaction; 
f. the purpose of the transaction is to transfer shares as collateral in bilateral transactions or in the context of central 

counterparty margin or collateral requirements or as part of the default management process of a central counterparty; 
g. the transaction results in the delivery of shares in the context of the exercise of convertible bonds, options, covered 

warrants or other similar derivatives; 
h. the transaction is a securities financing transaction (granting of Bank’s financing); 
i. the transaction is carried out under the rules or procedures of a trading venue, a central counterparty or a central 

securities depository to effect a buy-in of unsettled transactions. 
 
The factors affecting the choice of Order Execution Venue for transactions in shares are the financial instrument price, 
liquidity, and costs associated with the respective trading venue. 
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4.3. Terms and conditions for execution of Client orders for transactions in debt instruments (hereinafter — debt securities): 

Normally, transactions in debt securities are executed outside the regulated market or Multilateral Trading Facilities. When 
performing transactions in debt securities outside the regulated market, the Bank may engage several Agency Companies. 

The factors affecting the choice of Order Execution Venue for transactions in debt securities are the possibility to execute 
the order in full and the quickness of executing the order. 

4.4. Terms and Conditions for execution of Client orders for transactions in derivative financial instruments (interest rate 
derivatives, credit derivatives, currency derivatives, equity derivatives, commodity derivatives, hereinafter — derivative 
financial instruments). 

Subject to the following conditions: 

• the order is submitted regarding a derivative financial instrument that is included in the register of derivatives subject 
to the trading obligation maintained by the European Securities and Markets Authority, and 

• Client who has submitted an order for a transaction, corresponds to the features of a financial counterparty 
(investment brokerage company, credit institution, insurance company, private pension fund, investment 
management company or alternative investment fund manager), or 

• Client who has submitted an order for a transaction, corresponds to the features of a non-financial counterparty 
subject to the clearing obligation according to the laws, and such Client has informed the Bank thereof, 

Bank executes Client orders for transactions in derivative financial instruments on the regulated markets, Multilateral 
Trading Facilities, Organized Trading Facilities or trading venues of third countries recognized as compliant following the 
procedure set in laws. 

In other cases Bank may execute Client orders for transactions in derivative financial instruments outside the regulated 
markets, but such transactions are not systematic and regular. 

The factors affecting the choice of Order Execution Venue for derivative financial instruments are the financial instrument 
price, liquidity, and quickness. 

4.5. Terms and Conditions for execution of Client orders for transactions in exchange-traded products (exchange-traded funds, 
hereinafter — ETFs). 

The factors affecting the choice of execution venue for transactions in ETFs are the financial instrument price, liquidity and 
costs associated with the respective trading venue. 

4.6. Bank uses the following Order Execution Venue for transactions in Precious Metals: J.P.Morgan Securities plc. 

Transactions in Precious Metals are supposed to be executed at one Order Execution Venue, since the Bank, having 
applied adequate and reasonable measures, found that this trading venue ensures the best possible results for the Client, 
taking into account the transaction price, costs, speed of execution, possibility of execution and settlements. 

4.7. Bank shall not use third parties to provide financing to Clients for the execution of Client orders. If financing is required for 
the execution of Client orders, Bank itself provides financing to Client following the procedure set in Bank’s General Terms 
of Business. 

4.8. Bank shall choose the best Order Execution Venue, taking into account the factors and criteria of order execution, the 
Client’s special instructions, and the factors affecting the choice of Order Execution Venue for particular category of 
financial instruments or Precious Metals. 

4.9. Bank may execute Client’s orders on the regulated market, Multilateral Trading Facility, off regulated market or Multilateral 
Trading Facility, by concluding transactions with a systematic internalizer, a different liquidity provider or with agency 
company, including when transactions are concluded against Bank’s own portfolio. 

4.10. In order to ensure the best possible results for Client, in cases where Client’s order for any transaction in financial 
instruments may be executed in more than one Order Execution Venue stated in the Terms and Conditions for Orders, 
Bank shall make assessment and comparison of results that may be achieved for Client in every trading venue. Bank shall 
determine the charge for execution of the order so that unjustified discrimination of various Order Execution Venues is 
prevented. 

4.11. In cases where only one trading venue stated in the Terms and Conditions is available, comparison of prices that may be 
achieved is limited and execution of Client’s order in the relevant Order Execution Venue is considered to ensure the best 
possible results. 

4.12. The factors and criteria of assessment taken into account by Bank in choosing a trading venue for execution of every 
individual order cannot be standardised or compared directly. 

4.13. In most cases when orders are executed concerning financial instruments that are listed on the regulated market or 
Multilateral Trading Facility (e.g. stocks, standardised derivative financial instruments, ETF), a trading venue with top 
liquidity concerning such financial instrument is chosen. 

4.14. The orders concerning financial instruments that are primarily traded off the regulated market or Multilateral Trading 
Facility (e.g., debt securities, off-market stocks, money market instruments, derivatives of forex and debt securities) are 
executed at Bank’s own expense or by concluding a transaction with an agent company in accordance with Client’s 
instructions. 
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4.15. The orders regarding Precious Metals are usually executed by concluding the transaction with the agency company in 
accordance with the Client’s instructions. 

5. Transferring Orders to Agency Companies 

5.1. ABLV Capital Markets, IBAS accepts Client orders and transfers them to the joint stock company ABLV Bank, AS for 
execution. 

5.2. In cases where an Order Execution Venue where relevant financial instruments or Precious Metals are traded is not 
available to Bank, Bank shall be entitled to transfer the relevant order to an agent company, and the latter shall execute it 
at the Order Execution Venues that are available to the same in accordance with its terms and conditions for orders. Bank 
shall take all possible measures for an order transferred to agent companies to be executed as close to the best result as 
possible; however, it may not guarantee that this would be ensured for every order that is transferred this way. Bank shall 
make regular assessment of whether agency companies that orders are transferred to provide the best possible result for 
Client. 

6. Methods of Execution of Orders 

6.1. Bank shall take measures to ensure fast and precise execution of Client’s orders. Comparable Client’s orders shall be 
executed in accordance with first-in-first-out principle, unless peculiarities of orders or current market conditions make it 
impossible to execute them or Client’s interests require a different action. Taking into account that different means of 
submitting orders are used in Bank, which require different processing procedures, the order of execution of Client orders 
may differ from first-in-first-out principle. Bank reserves the right to execute orders in the order as it deems necessary in 
order to ensure the best possible result. 

6.2. Unless any special instructions are received from Client, Bank shall execute Client’s order in accordance with the following 
methods or their combination: 

• Bank shall execute an order on the regulated market or Multilateral Trading Facility. In cases where Bank has no 
direct access to the relevant Order Execution Venue, Bank shall place such order on the regulated market or 
Multilateral Trading Facility, using the services of agent companies with whom agreements on transfer of orders to 
the relevant market have been entered into. 

• Bank shall be entitled to execute Client’s orders in full or in parts beyond the regulated market or Multilateral Trading 
Facility against an order of different Client, by performing transactions against financial instruments available in 
Bank’s portfolio or by concluding a transaction with a systematic internalizer, a different liquidity provider or agency 
company on Client’s instruction. In this case, for providing the best results the price of such transaction shall be 
determined with available market prices of the relevant financial instruments or the underlying assets of the relevant 
financial instruments (to the extent where such reference prices are available and applicable to the relevant order), as 
well as costs related to the capital load, the business partner’s risk, operational risk, etc. being taken into account. To 
ensure the best results, the Involved Company compares the offers, if any, provided by the Agency Companies listed 
in paragraph 4 above. 

• Where there are no transaction offers provided by the Agency Companies listed in paragraph 4 above available to the 
Involved Company, the Involved Company may execute the Client’s order by making the transaction with other 
Agency Company. 

• If there are no several transaction offers available for the respective financial instrument, the Bank follows the factors 
influencing the order execution, as mentioned in paragraph 2.1 above, for ensuring the best result when executing 
such order. 

Pursuant to the procedure set forth in legal acts, the Client may request the Involved Company to provide evidence of the 
order being executed in accordance with the Terms and Conditions for orders. Where an order regarding financial 
instruments is executed on the regulated market or Multilateral Trading Facility, the order execution in accordance with the 
Terms and Conditions for orders shall be evidenced by historical market prices of the respective regulated market or 
Multilateral Trading Facility. Whereas in case an order regarding financial instruments is executed outside the regulated 
market or Multilateral Trading Facility, the said evidence shall be constituted by the comparison of offers provided by the 
Agency Companies listed in paragraph 4 above performed by the Involved Company, provided the number of those offers 
was sufficient for making the comparison. 

7. Combining and Dividing Orders 

7.1. Bank shall be entitled to combine Client’s order with any transaction at its own expense or different Client’s order. Orders 
shall be combined in cases where Bank believes that it may ensure a better result for Client than in case of individual 
execution of the order. Orders may be combined where it is unlikely that such combination will be to the detriment of 
interests of Client whose orders are being combined. However, it is also possible that combination of Client’s order with 
other orders may fail to ensure the best possible result, including causing losses concerning a specific order. 

The Bank, through intermediary of the Involved Company, shall take all necessary measures to notify the Client of 
combining the order before the order is actually combined with other orders. However, to achieve better result for the 
Client in dynamic market situation, the Involved Company also may notify the Client of combining the order after the order 
execution. The Involved Company shall be entitled to notify the Client of combining the orders via Internetbank or by 
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phone. Upon receipt of the notice on combining the order, the Client shall immediately inform the Involved Company about 
the Client’s objections to combining the order, if any. 

7.2. In cases where Bank has combined transactions at its on expense with one or more Client orders, the former shall divide 
or re-divide the relevant transaction without any detriment to Client interests. In cases where Bank combines Client order 
with any transaction at its own expense and such combined order is executed in part, the former shall divide the relevant 
transactions in accordance with the following priority: first, in favour of Client, and then – Bank. Income shall be divided on 
a pro rata basis in cases where Bank may prove appropriately that without such combination it would not have been able 
to execute such order on the relevant favourable conditions or would not have been able to execute it at all. 

7.3. Bank shall ensure fair distribution of combined orders without any mutual discrimination of its Clients. 

7.4. In cases where a combined order is executed in full, Bank shall divide it by the average price of execution. In cases where 
a combined order is executed in part, Bank shall divide such combined order in proportion to the amount of combined 
individual orders by the average price of execution. For division of combined order, Bank shall be entitled to apply other 
methods with a warning to Client before the transaction is executed. 

7.5. The Client (or group of Clients) shall be entitled to request combining its order (or orders) with those of other Clients and/or 
the Bank. This being the case, the Involved Company shall not separately inform the Client on such combining of orders. 

8. Faults in Operation of Markets and Systems 

8.1. In cases of exceptional situations in the market, as well as in extraordinary situations, where breakdowns or faults 
(including as a result of breakdowns or faults of communication systems) impact on the Order Execution Venue, ability of 
the agency company or the Involved Company proper to execute Client’s orders, the Involved Company shall be entitled to 
withdraw from the Terms and Conditions for Orders. In such cases, the Involved Company shall be entitled to execute 
orders in other trading venues or else on the basis of other considerations than those set forth in these Terms and 
Conditions. 

8.2. The Involved Company shall inform Clients about any significant difficulties concerning appropriate execution of an order 
and shall perform proportional and possible actions in order to ensure the best possible result for Client. 

9. Revision and Supervision of the Terms and Conditions 

9.1. The Involved Company shall revise the Terms and Conditions for Orders, measures for execution of orders, the list of 
Order Execution Venues and the agency companies used to transfer orders at least once a year or in case of substantial 
changes that impact on its ability to continue achieving the best possible result. The Involved Company shall supervise 
effectiveness of its measures for execution of orders and the Terms and Conditions for Orders, in order to identify any 
shortages and eliminate them as appropriate. 

9.2. Amendments and alterations to the Terms and Conditions for Orders or the list of Order Execution Venues shall be 
announced on our website at www.ablv.com (section “Brokerage services”) and shall take effect on the date stated in 
such announcement. 

10. Exceptions in Application of the Terms and Conditions 

10.1. The above-mentioned sections of the Terms and Conditions for Orders shall not be applied: 

• to orders of authorized business partners; 

• in cases where Client has given special instructions concerning execution of his/its order. 
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